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PEAK PROFESSIONALISM

“Had I known this information when I was nineteen, I would have
retired a billionaire when I was 30.”
- LEADING AFRICAN ECONOMIST

85% of your financial success depends on your soft skills, your ability to get along
with people, whereas your technical knowledge accounts for only 15% of this
success. This is according to a study done by Stanford, Harvard and the Carnegie
Foundation.
It seems that the greatest secrets to earning more and working less have been
overlooked for decades.
And finally you can learn them!
Business success is inextricably linked to your connection skills, and your

ability to develop relationships with others. Without these necessary skills, your
potential for earning more is lost on your inability to interact in the correct and
professional manner.
If you do not have the necessary people skills and confidence to highlight your
intelligence, all your schooling and continued education can amount to nothing,
since you will forever be overlooked.
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DO YOU WANT TO:Become more likable?
Control what people think of you?
Earn more?
Impress your boss leading to an early promotion?
Form stronger relationships and increase your sales and productivity?
Develop a natural influence with others?
Feel confident conducting yourself around senior executives?
Reduce social anxiety when attending business events with strangers?
Have an in depth understanding of body language to give you a deeper understanding of what people
are actually thinking?
Shape your personal brand?
Run meetings that actually achieve their outcomes?
Sell yourself in those few key seconds?

Peak Professionalism is the first course of its kind that helps you
understand the social and professional expectations that will help
you earn more without having to work harder.
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Course Modules:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Preparing for Meetings
Running Hard Hitting Meetings
Advanced Body Language & Strategy
Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP) Influence Building Techniques
Eye Contact for Connection; Professional Handshake; Connection Building Techniques
First Impressions and Elevator Pitches to sell yourself in seconds
Professional Introductions
Small Talk for Building Connection
Email, Cell Phone and Telephone Professionalism
Final Exam and Close off

Module Learning Outcomes:
1.

Preparing for Meetings
a. Focused questions to help prepare for a meeting
b. Visualisation and how to make use of it
c. The power of goal setting and why it’s a necessity for success

2.

Running Hard Hitting Meetings
a. Communication leading up to meeting
b. Tips for achieving meeting outcomes
c. How to host a successful meeting
d. The acceptable behaviours for attending a meeting
e. Need-to-know tips that nobody knows

3.

Advanced Body Language & Strategy
a. Why body language is important
b. What different body language positions means
c. Deeper understanding of what people are saying without them verbally saying anything
d. Positions that are perceived negatively
e. Positions that are perceived positively

4.

Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP) Influence Building Techniques
a. Rapport defined
b. Mirroring and Matching techniques
c. Tone and spoken word
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5.

Eye Contact for Connection; Professional Handshake; Connection Building Techniques
a. The correct amount of eye contact to build connection
b. Understanding professional eye contact?
c. How to make someone like you in under 5 minutes
d. Techniques to subconsciously build connection with someone
e. 4 ways to know that connection has been built
f. How to give a firm handshake that immediately asserts yourself

6.

First Impressions and Elevator Pitches to sell yourself in seconds
a. Control what people think of you
b. Create a strong first impression within 5 seconds of people seeing you
c. Introduce yourself in exciting ways where people warm up to you immediately

7.

Professional Introductions
a. Business introductions are handled in a very particular way according to hierarchy, learn how
		 to do this correctly.
8.

Small Talk for Building Connection
a. What topics to talk about
b. Topics to avoid
c. How to handle awkward questions
d. Good conversation starters

9.

Email, Cell Phone and Telephone Professionalism
a. Answering calls in a professional way
b. Professional conduct over the telephone and cellphone
c. Cellphone do’s and don’ts
d. Cellphone behaviours to avoid
e. Email greetings
f. Email sign-offs
g. Tips for email communication
h. Social media don’ts

10. Final Exam and Close off
a. Final MCQ Exam and Certificate Download
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EACH MODULE CONTAINS:
•

Learning Outcomes

•

Video lessons

•

Downloadable Workbook

•

Downloadable Slides

•

Downloadable Script

ASSESSMENT:
•

Each Module includes an MCQ quiz

•

You are required to achieve a 75% pass mark before you may move on to the next module

•

Module 9 includes your final MCQ Exam, you are required to achieve a 75% or above pass mark
in order to receive your certificate.
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